
 

 

 

 

  

              THE LOVE MIGHT WIN 

  

                       Prelude:  E  -  A  -  E  -  A  

 
         E                           H        D      A 

1.   I've always looked for appreciation  since I could evaluate and reflect 
                  E    H            D     A 

     I was confused concerning my sexual deviation  that cannot be influenced by my intellect  
             cis          E        A  

     I had never understood the purpose and sense,  why fate had chosen me to live  
               H    A                  H         E 

      as an outcast without innocence,  a person unable normal same-sex love to give. 
 
2.   Tormenting thoughts arose      when I contemplated defensiveness and hate. 
     Is partnership and love meant just for those      who obviously came through the normal gate. 
     Is the reason to be abnormal,  is simply that one has not found the right way to live  
     Or do I just have to accept that my formal      gender alone counts. Is there anyone answers to give? 
 
              H            A   E                    H 

Refrain:    It can't be irrelevant what people really think   and talk about you when you're not around, 
                                H    A                     E                 H  

      whether they slander or just wink,     when they want to see you on the ground. 
                         fis   E                   H   

      I'm just sensitive and unstable  and quickly injured by each blow, 
                    fis   A    H                     E  

      not self- confident, unable    assertiveness and pluck to show.  
 

3.  Is it a game of nature with variations,  or an excrescence of a strange desire? 
    Does God love all his bungled creations  or am I doomed to eternal hellfire? 
    So I`m tormented by all the doubts and questions,  Is this the path I´ve got to go? 
    Maybe the devil makes such suggestions     to humble me and get my soul? 
 
4.  I am simply driven by the yearning   for warmth, closeness and care. 
    I would coddle those with love, that`s burning,   willing to live with me, everything to share. 
    I would never want to hurt him and break him,   I want to be tender, to stand by faithfully. 
    I suppose, I would never forsake him.  I like sincerity, reliability. 
 
 
Refrain.:  II:  So I will go my way and search               that boy, who will quench my thirst, 

         for I`m not willing to convert,  losing my self-respect would be the worst. 
         Even if they lay on me their curse   and assume I live in sin, 
         the most important thing here on earth:  I hope, someday the love might win.  :II 
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